
ALL MATES LA

THE MATES CONDOM RANGE

Mates Superstrong is a thicker (heavier gauge) straight shaft condom in the

traditional shape, (rather like a test tube with a teat), that suits men who are

used to the straight shaft type and want the benefits of the extra thickness for

safety or because of their particular preferences. Non-spermicidally lubricated

with SK-70.

Mates Conform is a snugger fitting contoured condom with a wide head and

a smaller neck, which is 49mm wide at the base, which makes the condom

feel less restrictive. The teat ended wide head is coupled with a shaped neck

that fits behind the glans to keep the condom on during even the most

vigorous lovemaking. Spermicidally lubricated with Nonoxynoi —9.

Mates Intensity are straight shaft, teat ended, condoms in the traditional

shape with extra studs of latex added to the gauge of the condom designed

to give heightened sensation to the female partner. Non-spermicidally

lubricated with SK—70.

Mates Natural is a flared condom with a wide head that makes it feel less

restrictive and is ideal for those who find most condoms ‘too tight’. They are

easy to put on and have a natural shape for improved comfort. Spermicidally

lubricated with Nonoxynoi —9.

Mates Sensitive is an ultra thin gauge straight shaft condom in the traditional

shape (rather like a test tube with a teat), that suits men who are used to the

straight shaft type and want the benefits of a thin condom but still providing

maximum protection. Non-spermicidally lubricated.

Mates Ultra Safe is a contoured condom with a wide head that makes it feel

less restrictive and provides enhanced sensitivity. The teat ended wide head

is coupled with a shaped neck that fits snugly behind the glans to help keep

the condom on during even the most vigorous lovemaking. Spermicidally

lubricated with Nonoxynoi —9.

Mates Ribbed are straight shaft, teat ended, condoms in the traditional shape

with extra bands of latex added to the gauge of the condom designed to give

heightened sensation to the female partner. Spermicidally lubricated with

Nonoxynol-Q.

Mates Xtra Pleasure is a flared condom with an oversized head that is larger

than all other flared or shaped condoms, giving an added benefit to users. It

will create additional stimulation for both partners due to the movement that

will be generated, enhancing the sensation for both the man and the woman

giving an overall more pleasurable experience. Spermicidally lubricated with

Nonoxynol-Q.

Mates Original condoms have a straight shaft condom in the traditional

shape, (rather like a test tube with a teat), that suits men who are used to the

straight shaft type profile with a nipple end. This traditional design provides

excellent reassurance in use. Non-spermicidally lubricated with SK-70.

Mates Coloured condoms are vibrantly coloured for extra fun. They are the

same shape as Ultra Safe and offer the same benefits. Spermicidally

lubricated with Nonoxvnol —9.

RGER HEADED CONDOMS ALLOW ANY RESlDUE AIR TO CIRCULATE, THUS

REDUCING THE RISK OF THE CONDOM SPLI'I'TING.


